Grade 3
SHIFTING PLAYERS
Overview
Numbers and statistics
everywhere in the sport of hockey.
From height and weight
measurements to jersey numbers
to goals scored, there is plenty to
count. This lesson uses player
combinations (the groups of
players that are on the ice
together) to encourage students
to multiply and think critically.

Math Learning Objective: I can add and multiply to keep
track of players. (~30 minutes)

Materials
• Washington Capitals Handouts:
How Many Players: Offense?,
How Many Players: Defense?,
Jersey Numbers
• Writing utensils, scratch paper

Essential Question
How do coaches and players use
math to figure out who plays and
when?

Standards
CCSS 3.OA.A.1 Interpret products of
whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 x 7 as the
total number of objects in 5 groups of 7
objects each. For example, describe a
context in which a total number of objects
can be expressed as 5 x 7.
CCSS 3.OA.D.8 Solve two-step word
problems using the four operations.
Represent these problems using
equations with a letter standing for the
unknown quantity. Assess the
reasonableness of answers using mental
computation and estimation strategies
including rounding.
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Warm Up
1. Project the image above (or a paused video of a hockey game in
action).
2. Tell students that there are many numbers at play in the scene. For
instance, you could count the number of goals scored or the number
of skates on the ice. Ask students to come up with all the numbers
they can associate with the scene. If necessary, prompt them with
more ideas.
NOTE: Give students time to think and talk with each other.
Challenge the class to work together to get 15 items on the list. Let
any possible item count: letters on the boards, rinks, skate laces.
3. Tell the students you will be working with the numbers of players
today, and that those numbers can be hard to keep track of because
the players switch in and out of the the game so quickly.
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Activity
1. Explain that hockey players play the game in small groups, like
the groups you sometimes have in class. Offensive groups are called
LINES, and defensive groups are called PAIRS.
2. Watch a video clip of a hockey game in action. Ask students to pay
particular attention to how the players move in and out of the game.
Players hop over the boards to get on and off the ice.

Differentiation
Support
• Use purposeful groupings or

pairings to provide extra social
or academic support, as
needed
• Provide partially completed

handouts to students
• Copy the Jersey Numbers page

and cut out the jerseys to use
as manipulatives
Challenge
• Have students use division to

determine average playing
time per player given that each
game is 60 minutes long
[Note: actual playing time is
variable]

3. Distribute the handout How Many Players? and lead a discussion
about the information on the handout. Discuss how many players are
on the ice at the same time during regular play.
• Distinguish between offensive lines (made up of 3 skaters) and
defensive PAIRS (made up of 2 skaters).
[Note: lines and PAIRS generally change together; for the purpose
of this lesson, we will use lines (3 people), partners (2 people), and
skaters (5 people) in the multiplication word problems.]
4. Review strategies for multiplication and remind students to use
scratch paper to figure out the answers to the questions.
5. Give the students enough time to complete the problems on the
handout.

Assessment
1. Review or check (in-class or by collecting) the results on the How
Many Players? handout.
2. Allow students to complete Jersey Numbers handout for fun and
reinforcement.

Extensions
• Challenge the students to use

their working knowledge of
multiplication and division to
determine how many groups
could be made using your own
classroom roster
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Grade
3
NAME: ___________________
HOW MANY PLAYERS: OFFENSE?

Alex Ovechkin

Nicklas Backstrom

T.J. Oshie

Marcus Johansson

Evgeny Kuznetsov

Justin Williams

Brooks Laich

Andre Burakovsky

Tom Wilson

Jason Chimera

Michael Latta

Jay Beagle

The Washington Capitals’ active roster has four offensive lines with three
skaters on each line.* How many offensive skaters does the team have?

EQUATION: _____ (skaters per line) X _____ (lines) = ______
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* Line combinations change throughout the season.

Grade 3

NAME: ___________________
HOW MANY PLAYERS: DEFENSE?

Brooks Orpik

John Carlson

Matt Niskanen

Karl Alzner

Nate Schmidt

Dmitry Orlov

The Washington Capitals’ active roster has three defensive pairs with two
skaters in each pair.* How many defensive skaters does the team have?

EQUATION: _____ (skaters per pair) X _____ (pairs) = ______
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* Defensive pairs change throughout the season.

Grade 3

NAME: ___________________
JERSEY NUMBERS
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HIGHEST TOTAL NUMBERS LINE:
LOWEST TOTAL NUMBERS LINE:
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